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Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L. Jackson film scenes for "The Hitman's Wife's Bodyguard" on a  yacht in Croatia. Ryan's lookalike stunt double prepares to jump from the side of the luxury boat as it heads out to sea to shoot. Reynolds and Jackson reprise their roles from 2017 box office smash "Hitman's Bodyguard" and star alongside Salma Hayak. Earlier in the day the duo shot scenes on the dock surrounded by Interpol agents with guns.  08 Apr 2019  Pictured: Ryan Reynolds.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L. Jackson film scenes for "The Hitman's Wife's Bodyguard" on a  yacht in Croatia. Ryan's lookalike stunt double prepares to jump from the side of the luxury boat as it heads out to sea to shoot. Reynolds and Jackson reprise their roles from 2017 box office smash "Hitman's Bodyguard" and star alongside Salma Hayak. Earlier in the day the duo shot scenes on the dock surrounded by Interpol agents with guns.  08 Apr 2019  Pictured: Ryan Reynolds, Samuel L Jackson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L. Jackson film scenes for "The Hitman's Wife's Bodyguard" on a  yacht in Croatia. Ryan's lookalike stunt double prepares to jump from the side of the luxury boat as it heads out to sea to shoot. Reynolds and Jackson reprise their roles from 2017 box office smash "Hitman's Bodyguard" and star alongside Salma Hayak. Earlier in the day the duo shot scenes on the dock surrounded by Interpol agents with guns.  08 Apr 2019  Pictured: Ryan Reynolds, Samuel L Jackson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L. Jackson film scenes for "The Hitman's Wife's Bodyguard" on a  yacht in Croatia. Ryan's lookalike stunt double prepares to jump from the side of the luxury boat as it heads out to sea to shoot. Reynolds and Jackson reprise their roles from 2017 box office smash "Hitman's Bodyguard" and star alongside Salma Hayak. Earlier in the day the duo shot scenes on the dock surrounded by Interpol agents with guns.  08 Apr 2019  Pictured: Ryan Reynolds, Samuel L Jackson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L. Jackson film scenes for "The Hitman's Wife's Bodyguard" on a  yacht in Croatia. Ryan's lookalike stunt double prepares to jump from the side of the luxury boat as it heads out to sea to shoot. Reynolds and Jackson reprise their roles from 2017 box office smash "Hitman's Bodyguard" and star alongside Salma Hayak. Earlier in the day the duo shot scenes on the dock surrounded by Interpol agents with guns.  08 Apr 2019  Pictured: Ryan Reynolds.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L. Jackson film scenes for "The Hitman's Wife's Bodyguard" on a  yacht in Croatia. Ryan's lookalike stunt double prepares to jump from the side of the luxury boat as it heads out to sea to shoot. Reynolds and Jackson reprise their roles from 2017 box office smash "Hitman's Bodyguard" and star alongside Salma Hayak. Earlier in the day the duo shot scenes on the dock surrounded by Interpol agents with guns.  08 Apr 2019  Pictured: Ryan Reynolds.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L. Jackson film scenes for "The Hitman's Wife's Bodyguard" on a  yacht in Croatia. Ryan's lookalike stunt double prepares to jump from the side of the luxury boat as it heads out to sea to shoot. Reynolds and Jackson reprise their roles from 2017 box office smash "Hitman's Bodyguard" and star alongside Salma Hayak. Earlier in the day the duo shot scenes on the dock surrounded by Interpol agents with guns.  08 Apr 2019  Pictured: Ryan Reynolds, Samuel L Jackson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L. Jackson film scenes for "The Hitman's Wife's Bodyguard" on a  yacht in Croatia. Ryan's lookalike stunt double prepares to jump from the side of the luxury boat as it heads out to sea to shoot. Reynolds and Jackson reprise their roles from 2017 box office smash "Hitman's Bodyguard" and star alongside Salma Hayak. Earlier in the day the duo shot scenes on the dock surrounded by Interpol agents with guns.  08 Apr 2019  Pictured: Ryan Reynolds, Samuel L Jackson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L. Jackson film scenes for "The Hitman's Wife's Bodyguard" on a  yacht in Croatia. Ryan's lookalike stunt double prepares to jump from the side of the luxury boat as it heads out to sea to shoot. Reynolds and Jackson reprise their roles from 2017 box office smash "Hitman's Bodyguard" and star alongside Salma Hayak. Earlier in the day the duo shot scenes on the dock surrounded by Interpol agents with guns.  08 Apr 2019  Pictured: Ryan Reynolds.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L. Jackson film scenes for "The Hitman's Wife's Bodyguard" on a  yacht in Croatia. Ryan's lookalike stunt double prepares to jump from the side of the luxury boat as it heads out to sea to shoot. Reynolds and Jackson reprise their roles from 2017 box office smash "Hitman's Bodyguard" and star alongside Salma Hayak. Earlier in the day the duo shot scenes on the dock surrounded by Interpol agents with guns.  08 Apr 2019  Pictured: Ryan Reynolds.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L. Jackson film scenes for "The Hitman's Wife's Bodyguard" on a  yacht in Croatia. Ryan's lookalike stunt double prepares to jump from the side of the luxury boat as it heads out to sea to shoot. Reynolds and Jackson reprise their roles from 2017 box office smash "Hitman's Bodyguard" and star alongside Salma Hayak. Earlier in the day the duo shot scenes on the dock surrounded by Interpol agents with guns.  08 Apr 2019  Pictured: Ryan Reynolds.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L. Jackson film scenes for "The Hitman's Wife's Bodyguard" on a  yacht in Croatia. Ryan's lookalike stunt double prepares to jump from the side of the luxury boat as it heads out to sea to shoot. Reynolds and Jackson reprise their roles from 2017 box office smash "Hitman's Bodyguard" and star alongside Salma Hayak. Earlier in the day the duo shot scenes on the dock surrounded by Interpol agents with guns.  08 Apr 2019  Pictured: Ryan Reynolds.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L. Jackson film scenes for "The Hitman's Wife's Bodyguard" on a  yacht in Croatia. Ryan's lookalike stunt double prepares to jump from the side of the luxury boat as it heads out to sea to shoot. Reynolds and Jackson reprise their roles from 2017 box office smash "Hitman's Bodyguard" and star alongside Salma Hayak. Earlier in the day the duo shot scenes on the dock surrounded by Interpol agents with guns.  08 Apr 2019  Pictured: Ryan Reynolds, Samuel L Jackson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L. Jackson film scenes for "The Hitman's Wife's Bodyguard" on a  yacht in Croatia. Ryan's lookalike stunt double prepares to jump from the side of the luxury boat as it heads out to sea to shoot. Reynolds and Jackson reprise their roles from 2017 box office smash "Hitman's Bodyguard" and star alongside Salma Hayak. Earlier in the day the duo shot scenes on the dock surrounded by Interpol agents with guns.  08 Apr 2019  Pictured: Ryan Reynolds.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L. Jackson film scenes for "The Hitman's Wife's Bodyguard" on a  yacht in Croatia. Ryan's lookalike stunt double prepares to jump from the side of the luxury boat as it heads out to sea to shoot. Reynolds and Jackson reprise their roles from 2017 box office smash "Hitman's Bodyguard" and star alongside Salma Hayak. Earlier in the day the duo shot scenes on the dock surrounded by Interpol agents with guns.  08 Apr 2019  Pictured: Ryan Reynolds Stunt Double.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L. Jackson film scenes for "The Hitman's Wife's Bodyguard" on a  yacht in Croatia. Ryan's lookalike stunt double prepares to jump from the side of the luxury boat as it heads out to sea to shoot. Reynolds and Jackson reprise their roles from 2017 box office smash "Hitman's Bodyguard" and star alongside Salma Hayak. Earlier in the day the duo shot scenes on the dock surrounded by Interpol agents with guns.  08 Apr 2019  Pictured: Samuel L Jackson.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L. Jackson film scenes for "The Hitman's Wife's Bodyguard" on a  yacht in Croatia. Ryan's lookalike stunt double prepares to jump from the side of the luxury boat as it heads out to sea to shoot. Reynolds and Jackson reprise their roles from 2017 box office smash "Hitman's Bodyguard" and star alongside Salma Hayak. Earlier in the day the duo shot scenes on the dock surrounded by Interpol agents with guns.  08 Apr 2019  Pictured: Ryan Reynolds.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L. Jackson film scenes for "The Hitman's Wife's Bodyguard" on a  yacht in Croatia. Ryan's lookalike stunt double prepares to jump from the side of the luxury boat as it heads out to sea to shoot. Reynolds and Jackson reprise their roles from 2017 box office smash "Hitman's Bodyguard" and star alongside Salma Hayak. Earlier in the day the duo shot scenes on the dock surrounded by Interpol agents with guns.  08 Apr 2019  Pictured: Ryan Reynolds Stunt Double.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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